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Details of Visit:

Author: KwisatzHaderach
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 29 Jan 2024
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: XXX @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07565005165

The Premises:

Renowned parlour in a rather frequented area, but one can slip inside rather inconspicuously.
Clean, spacious and well looked-after room. One with a bathtub is also present, though I did not
avail myself of it this time around - serviceable shower available instead.

The Lady:

A lovely young blonde lady, eyes that seemed like they could cover the entire room with a gaze. A
match of curvy and voluptuous in the most genuine and proportioned way I can think of: ample and
firm on both top and bottom, possibly closer to how Titian would have painted her than to how
Rubens would have. Well-spoken *and* soft-spoken, which is a rarity.

The Story:

We had met once long before, and yet it felt like she remembered the previous time well, as she
conceded to more intimate cuddling and kissing than when we got to know each other. In fact, I
have to say she never backed away from any of the stated favourites in the GFE remit that I
requested.

Mandi came in a revealing black dress that she took gradually off as I requested more and more of
her lovely skin to fondle. I offered to oil-massage her as I only do to sweet ladies with soft skins like
hers, which she gladly accepted, as she did when I offered to stimulate her big breasts in the
process. Though she proposed to return the favour of a body rub, she realised I couldn't keep my
hands off her and proceeded to give me some intense oral instead.

I am no kiss-and-tell and would rather not go prolix into the details, but I'll just add that she had
clarified to me earlier that CIM would be included; and yet, when the time came to do the do, it felt
so excitingly good that I let myself go in a position where I had climaxed only once before. It went
differently from how we had planned to finish, but I regret none of it, for it meant another important
step towards the re-awakening of my senses.

I am not easy to chat with, but we spoke as if time had frozen since the previous time we met, like
there was no need to re-introduce ourselves to each other but just resume where we had left off. I
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am confident that feeling will follow through to our next encounter, which will for sure happen soon.
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